MEPID, what is it? Massachusetts Educator Personnel ID
Every teacher candidate needs to set up an ELAR account with the Department of Education. This account stores all of your professional information including MTEL tests and information related to your license renewal once you are a licensed teacher.

What is a MEPID number?

An [ELAR Account](#) (Educator License and Renewal) must be set up to obtain your MEPID number.

There is no charge to set up an ELAR account or get a MEPID number.

- Once you know your MEPID number, please send it to our Administrative Coordinator, [Rebecca Cote](mailto:rebecca.cote@anna-maria.edu)

The Engage Online Learning platform has an MTEL review set up on the Engage platform. All AMC teacher candidates have access to this module through their Anna Maria email account [username and password](mailto:). [Engage Online Learning Platform](#)

You can also find the link to Engage on the AMC homepage. At the top, under current students, is the Engage Online Learning link.

Before registering for an MTEL exam, explore:
[What tests do I need to take?](#)
[Alternative testing arrangements](#)
[Testing policies and rules](#)

**MTEL Practice Tests**

We strongly encourage you to review the practice tests online in preparation for your MTEL. Practice tests are used for tutoring at the Student Success Center.

There are helpful practice tests and videos that can be found on the [MTEL](#) site.

The [Student Success Center](#) has tutors that can help you prepare for the MTEL tests. Tutoring hours change per semester and are posted in the hallway on the 2nd floor of Foundress. New tutoring hours are also sent out each semester to students through email.
### Register for an MTEL

All candidates must register in advance for the MTEL. MTEL tests are online and can be taken at a number of locations.

### The Mondor-Eagen Library

The Mondor-Eagen Library at Anna Maria College houses MTEL resources. Please ask the reference librarian for help if needed.

### MTEL Vouchers

A limited amount of MTEL vouchers are available at Anna Maria. Please contact Shelie Wells for more information, swells@annamaria.edu.

### Department of Education

The Department of Education has a list of test preparation at different colleges in Massachusetts.